Network Technology Seminar 2012
Speaker Biographies & Synopses
Introductory Session
Dr. Hans Hoffmann is Head of the unit on Media Fundamentals and production technology in the EBU Technology and
Innovation department. On his past activities: he joined the Institut fuer Rundfunktechnik (IRT) in 1993 as research staff
in new Television production technologies. In February 2000 he moved as Senior Engineer to the Technical Department
of the European Broadcasting Union in Geneva.
He has led a number of international projects of the EBU in the area of file based production, HDTV and beyond, 3DTV,
and digital workflows. He is also very much involved in the SMPTE, and other standardization organizations. Currently,
he is the Engineering Vice President of the SMPTE.

Hans Hoffmann
EBU / CH

Peter Symes
SMPTE / USA

Peter Symes gained his Bachelor of Science degree with honors in 1967 and began his career in television in the
engineering department of the British Broadcasting Corporation. He worked in product management for Philips and
Central Dynamics before joining Grass Valley. From 1983 to 2007 he held a number of positions with responsibilities
that include strategic planning, intellectual property, and technological liaison. He represented Grass Valley in many
organizations including the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) where he served two terms as
Engineering Vice President and one as Financial Vice President. In July 2007 he left Grass Valley to join SMPTE staff as
Director of Standards & Engineering.
Symes holds patents and is the joint recipient of Emmy awards for the architecture of the digital picture processor. He is
a Senior Member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEEE), and a Fellow of SMPTE.
He has written and presented numerous papers at industry conferences, and is the author of Video Compression (1998),
Video Compression Demystified (2001), and Digital Video Compression (2003), all published by McGraw-Hill. He has also
contributed to other books, including Understanding Digital Cinema (Focal Press, 2004) and two editions of the NAB
Engineering Handbook.

Dr John Zubrzycki is the Archives Research Section Leader at BBC Research and Development. John joined BBC Research
in 1982 and has pioneered the use of fibre-optic networks for studio centres using dense wavelength-division
multiplexing. He has also worked on 4th generation mobile technology, producing a 34 Mbits/s demonstrator in 1998.
John then led the R&D team that produced the world’s first digital wireless camera in 2000, which is in regular use by the
BBC and many other broadcasters. John was responsible for the development and testing of the terrestrial STBs used in
the BBC HDTV Trials and was in charge of ‘Beyond HD’ projects, including High Frame Rate TV and Super Hi-Vision, in
collaboration with NHK. He led a cross-industry team that carried out an award-winning live London-Amsterdam link of
Super Hi-Vision at IBC’08 and continues to work towards its use at the 2012 Olympics.

John Zubrzycki
BBC / UK

Synopsis: UHDTV at the London Olympics
NHK and the BBC will use Super Hi-Vision (SHV) to provide public viewing of the London 2012 Olympics at three locations
round the UK and three locations in Japan. This trial will show the possibilities for new immersive user experiences using
‘Ultra-HDTV’ and will demonstrate that the world’s IP networks are becoming capable of sustaining data rates suitable
for its delivery. This project follows in the history of using Olympic Games as a way of driving broadcasting innovation
and demonstrates that the elements are in place to initiate the next revolution in broadcasting.
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Session 1: Production & Studios
Lars Jonsson,Technical Strategist Swedish Radio was born in 1949 and received an M.Sc in Electronic Engineering at the
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm in 1972 He has worked with the Swedish Public Service TV and Radio
Broadcasting development since then and is a faithful EBU veteran.
During the last decade, Lars Jonsson has worked with digital radio, archiving, audio computer infrastructure and network
projects within Swedish Radio. He has been active in many standard working groups within the Audio Engineering
Society and the EBU. In 2006 he became the chairman of the EBU Audio Contribution over IP working group, ECN_ACIP
and is now also the vice chair of the new EBU Strategic Community on Networks, Infrastructure and Storage.

Lars Jonsson
SR / SE
Kevin Gross conceived and developed the CobraNet system for transport of real-time, high-quality audio over Ethernet
networks. He is a contributing member of the IEEE 802.1 Audio/Video Bridging (AVB) standards effort. He has helped
QSC deploy their Q-LAN audio network. As an independent engineering consultant to AV equipment manufacturers and
systems designers, Kevin initiated and is leading the AES-X192 interoperability standardization effort for highperformance IP media networking.

Kevin Gross
AVA Networks

Kevin has had a hand in the systems and network design in many prominent projects utilizing audio networking such as,
Wembley stadium, The U.S. Capitol, the 2000 Olympics in Sydney and theme parks such as Disney's Animal Kingdom and
Tokyo Disney Seas. Kevin holds several patents, has written papers and articles and presented on numerous AV
networking topics. In 2006 he was awarded an AES fellowship for his contributions to digital audio networking.
Synopsis: AES X.192, Multi-channel Audio over IP
X192 is an Audio Engineering Society Standards Committee project to define an interoperability mode between existing
high-performance IP media networking protocols. The standard is designed bring N/ACIP-like interoperability to realtime media networking within a broadcast facility. Like N/ACIP, X192 is based on existing IT standards but also
includes accurate clock distribution and QoS recommendations so is able to deliver higher performance. A technical
outline, timeline and status report on the initiative will be presented.

Since 2006 Mathias Coinchon has been a senior engineer in the EBU Department of Technology and Development. He
coordinates a number of project groups dealing with audio and video contribution over IP. He is also involved in digital
radio matters and is vice-chairman of the WorldDMB technical committee. His other areas of work include audio,
distribution, open-source software, software defined radio.
In his spare time, he is involved in helping a community radio station and managing a community website on open
techniques for digital transmission.

Mathias Coinchon
EBU/CH &

Claire MérienneSantoni
FranceTélévisions/
France

Graduated in Audio Engineering at Ecole Nationale Louis Lumiere in Paris, Claire Merienne-Santoni is a project manager
at Innovation and Development Department of France Televisions, whose mission is to provide a watch on emerging
media and technologies and to study their implementation within the public broadcasting group. As an audio expert, she
has worked on multichannel sound, loudness and audio over IP. She’s part of the project team working on the new
Master Control Room under construction inside France Televisions. She’s a member of ACIP2 and since 2009 she chairs
I3P group.
Synopsis: EBU-I3P. Intercom interoperability testing
Following the work that was done for audio contribution with ACIP Tech 3326, I3P group (part of EBU Strategic Project
“Network and Storage Systems”) focused on the case of intercom devices, through the publication of Tech 3347. This
recommendation draws a set of requirements that will permit audio interoperability between Intercom over IP devices
from different brands.
After publication of this recommendation, it was decided with manufacturers to run a plug test. This plug test was held
in Munich – IRT in early april 2012.
This presentation describes the infrastructure and procedure that were used for this plug test, and comments results
and issues.
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Sonja Langhans (born 1980) graduated from the Technical University of Ilmenau in 2007 with an engineer’s degree
(Diplom) in Media Technology and then started working at the IRT in Munich. As part of the department of Network
Technologies, she conducts research in the fields of Audio over IP (AoIP) and network management. Sonja has been a
longtime member of the EBU ACIP group and since 2012, she is chairwoman of ACIP2
Synopsis: EBU ACIP2 - Audio Contribution over IP
The presentation will give an overview of the ongoing and upcoming work of the EBU group "Audio Contribution over IP
2".

Sonja Langhans
IRT / DE
Geoff has worked in media technology for over 25 years encompassing the BBC, audio mixing console manufacturer
Solid Sate Logic, commercial radio station Jazz FM, and a 5 year period as a Special Effects Engineer for London’s Natural
History Museum.

Geoff Woolf
BBC / UK

Geoff’s achievements include project managing for SSL audio consoles for Abbey Road and Warner Brothers, and the
BBC’s project director for the transformation of the national radio stations to file-based production and playout. Since
2007 Geoff has worked on the BBC’s technology development including migration to IP-based newsgathering (as
discussed at the 2010 seminar and now enshrined in the BBC’s Technology Strategy) and more recently the
centralisation and virtualisation of broadcast technology.
Synopsis: What is ViLoR?
Since the beginning of radio broadcasting, the presenter and the production team have been co-located with the
technical equipment which supports their studio. The BBC has started down the path of centralising and virtualising all
the broadcast technology for local radio, putting all the technology to support multiple sites in two resilient locations,
and by so doing significantly reducing the capital cost. This presentation will be the world’s first public description of
how the BBC made it work and set out the BBC’s vision of Broadcast Technology as a Service (BTaaS). So what is ViLoR?

Mikael Lindberg is a Technical project manager at SVT Technology with a Master in electrical engineering. He has been
working at SVT since 2001 and have been managing some of SVT's largest system integration projects the last eight
years, including several studio projects, SVT's first HD broadcast facility in 2006 and SVT's current multi channel
continuity control for HD/SD simulcast. Mikael has also many years of experience in building central infrastructure in
SVT's broadcast facilities.

Mikael Lindberg
Swedish TV / SE

Synopsis: Studio complex for SVT Stockholm with 1080p/3G-SDI infrastructure - Experiences and challenges
SVT has just completed a project where the goal was to build five new studio production galleries for all kind of program
genres and fully adapted for production in 1080p50 over 3G-SDI infrastructure. SVT's technical project manager will
describe what SVT has achieved and what challenges that was encountered.
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Session 2: Contribution & B2B
Dipl. Inf. Christian Scholz-Graber (2 September 1971)
(1998 – 2006) Worked as a programmer for object oriented languages
(2004) Finished study of computer sciences in 2004 at Fachhochschule Frankfurt am Main with the academic degree as
“Diplom Informatiker FH”
(2006 since today) Employee of ARD-Sternpunkte as a Systemadministrator in Frankfurt am Main. Main topics of work:
Audio over IP, BGAN, Storage Systems, etc. Chairman of ARD workgroup “Operational startup Audio over IP”, Member of
EBU N/ACIP 2, Member of various other ARD workgroups

Christian ScholzGraber
ARD / DE

Michael Bany
VSF

Synopsis: IP radio contribution, how to cope with QoS - short synopsis
Assuming that in future almost every radio contribution will be delivered via different IP-Networks, radio broadcast
stations have to be prepared to receive those in a secure and quality of service driven architecture. As an example you
will see which solution has been implemented by ARD-Sternpunkte as a centralized infrastructure for ARD with the
aspect to be ready for supporting quality of service

Michael is the President of DVBLink, Inc. and has been a Consulting Network Engineer for Fox Sports the last 11 years.
While at Fox he has been involved with the engineering and support of their extensive private line network. He has been
the chair person and contributed to various Video Services Forum Activity Groups including Test and Measurement,
SMPTE 2022 over SONET/SDH, Hitless SMPTE 2022, COP3VBR, HBRAV-IP, QoE, etc. He has a degree in Electrical
Engineering with a minor in Computer Science from Iowa State University. Prior to joining Fox Michael was a
telecommunications engineer with LDDS Worldcom and did Enterprise network consulting for various firms."
Synopsis: SMPTE 2022 High Bit Rate Media Transport update and VSF Hitless Switching update
Update on the SMPTE 2022 High Bit Rate Media Transport 32NF activity group. This will include an overview of the
HBRMT goals and objectives, the current status, and completion schedule.
Update on the VSF Hitless Switching Activity group. This will include an overview of the goals and objectives, the current
status, and completion schedule.

Henrik Sundell, Systems Engineer at Swedish Space Corporation (one of the world’s 100 largest space corporations) with
experience in two-way satellite communication systems and satellite operations.
Synopsis: Radio contribution over satellite. A use case and an operators perspective
A high-level presentation of the hows and whys of two-way IP-based radio contribution via satellite. I will present a use
case for Swedish Radio, where we used an iDirect system in the solution. Also a discussion around some of the larger
technical and commercial issues with satellite contribution, such as latency, QoS and space segment availability.

Henrik Sundell
SSC / SE
Michel Béland joined CBC in 2005 as a Senior Technologist for the Advanced Systems Development & Integration group
within the Strategy and Planning department of CBC Technology. There he worked on many Special Events projects such
as the Helsinki Games and the Turin and Beijing Olympics designing remote production systems. He was also part of the
team that designed and built the HD Hockey Night in Canada edit and presentation suites in Toronto. Now with the
Telecommunications group he is a Senior Manager and responsible for the NGCN System Design and Development.

Michel Béland
CBC/Radio Canada
CA

Synopsis: Next Generation Converged Network
The Next Generation Converged Network (NGCN) is the new CBC/SRC network that was put into operation in 2011 to
replace seperate video audio and data networks, and offers flexibility, increased bandwidth and improved
manageability.
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Tutorials
Andrew Rayner is director of technology for Media Networks at Nevion.
His responsibility is for providing technical direction for the evolution of the company’s media transport capabilities.
Andrew also heads up the Nevion UK development team based at Adastral Park, Martlesham, UK.
Prior to joining Nevion in November 2010, Andrew was head of the Broadcast Solutions team at BT.
In this role he was responsible for the design of the BT Global Media Network and oversaw the development of key
video interfacing, monitoring and protection technology.
During his time with BT he held several patents and was awarded the Martlesham Gold Medal for technical innovation.

Andy Rayner
Nevion

Tutorial: Error protection methods for audio and video over IP
Are your Precious Programme Packets Perfectly Protected or will your will your Broadcast Bytes Burst Bitrate Budgets?!
This workshop will start by explaining some of the technical principles of broadcast media flows on IP and go on to
examine some of the ways we can make things work even better…..
Several novel techniques for broadcast real time data flow protection have been recently developed and are now
undergoing trials and initial deployment.
Launch Delay Offset network stream feeding for dual path protection – allowing for simultaneous network hits on dual
path connectivity
Single path perfect IP protection – using control techniques to allow the dynamic buffering
RTP source coherence across multiple sources for seamless source protection as well as destination protection
We will explore these techniques along with other existing and emerging protection mechanisms.
The aim is to help understand the flexibility that IP networking can offer and how service protection is best achievable
for different applications – from uncompressed 3G video to compressed audio.
So if you want a Wondrously Wild Workshop With Whispers of Wisdom then do come along!!!

Technologist for BBC Technology Solution & Design, with over 12 years experience of TV and Radio broadcast. Played key
role in the evaluation of the core technologies in use by the Olympic torch relay. Currently helping enable the BBC
understand the potential of new technologies and connectivity as the Technology Project Coordinator for the BBC Edge
Group.

Colin Muir
BBC / UK

Tutorial: Using Mobile Apps for broadcast applications.
As consumer based mobile devices become increasingly popular and advanced, almost anyone with access to a
smartphone or tablet and data connectivity can consume and create high quality content on the move. This often
translates as the ability to make voice calls, update Facebook and watch/upload videos to Youtube but to production
teams in the field it also means the ability to produce and distribute their content and broadcast live audio and video
from location.
Whilst unlikely to replace traditional OB and ENG practices for some time, the realisation that relatively inexpensive
devices and a selection of mobile applications can perform many broadcast functions has taken hold and broadcasters
are now issuing mobile devices to their journalists and producers.
This session aims to discuss the device features and applications in use, the opportunities they provide for the creation
of new content and understand the connectivity and workflow requirements to enable their use to full advantage.
David Butler is a Senior Technologist, working in the Media Network Integration Lab at BBC Research and Development
on network and storage performance. During his 10 years working at the BBC, he has worked on advanced digital
broadcast projects, technologies for wireless production, network infrastructure, storage performance and cloud
technologies.

David Butler
BBC / UK

Tutorial: Network/Storage measurements
The tutorial will include live demonstrations and examples of results for different types of storage.
Network storage measurements using the BBC open source media storage meter will be demonstrated, covering
installation, setup and use of media storage meter control application and meter worker program. Attendees, with their
own windows laptop, can try stand alone and scripted tests of network storage. Examples of results from 2 different
approaches to high performance storage will also be presented.
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Hans Hoffmann
EBU / CH
(see above)

Discussion: How will Media and IT co-exist in broadcast organizations?
The session will offer a short feedback about the integrated media production strategies meetings held at broadcasters
to give an insight how IT and Media has converged. It will then turn into wider questions and the audience will be asked
to join the discussion interactively:
What has to change in an organisation to take benefit of IT and media (change management)
How do users react – 1o1 to successful IT and networked media projects
Industry: who are the new players in the field (tranditional companies versus IT companies) and how to they
cooperate with broadcasters
Technological: what is there and what is still missing from off-the-shelf IT system in professional media?
Standards: which standards are relevant, missing
What do you want the EBU do initiate (technological, industry)

Session 3: Open Internet and Consumer Devices in Broadcast
Dr. Yuan-Xing Zheng is a Lead Technologist in BBC Technology Division. She has been working on video and audio over IP
for broadcasting, IP architecture design and wireless technologies for over 10 years. Recently she also chaired an EBU
working group on IP Measurement between 2008 and 2010. Yuan-Xing is one of the leading members of the BBC Next
Generation Network design team, and she also plays an important role in BBC virtualisation activities.

Yuan-Xing Zheng
BBC / UK
Brian Slott is one of the most experienced broadcast technology experts in Scandinavia having worked for more than 25
years within the broadcast industry. Since 2008 Brian has been the chief technology architect and CTO behind
GigaContent, a groundbreaking new contribution service provider based in Denmark. At GigaContent he has developed
an innovative fibre-based contribution network, which thus far has delivered more than 16,000 SD and HD transmissions
flawlessly, and currently spans the Scandinavian countries. Brian is also an active member of AES and SMPTE, and is a
contributor to EBU’s strategic programs on future network & storage systems (FNS) and future television formats and
production systems (ECV). He is also a committee member of EBU groups on Service Level Agreements and 3D-TV. Brian
Slott is based at GigaContent in Copenhagen, Denmark.

Brian Slott
GigaContent A/S
DK

Synopsis: How to use IP to carry audio and video for Broadcasters, an ISP perspective
The presentation will introduce GigaContent and the contribution services offered, based on a Scandinavian IP network.
The author will speak about the experiences, seen from an ISP perspective, developing and running a self-service
contribution service based on IP.

Synopsis: #bbctorchcam - A hybrid mobile broadcast network.
As part of its 2012 coverage, the BBC is following the Olympic Torch relay every step of the way. Providing continuous
coverage via the web, #bbctorchcam has not been without its challenges. It has proved a huge learning process for the
teams involved. With bonded 3G at its core, the hybrid network in use is one of a kind and a 1st for the BBC. During this
presentation we’ll look at the challenges in detail, the technologies in use, as well as lessons learnt and the potential
future broadcast applications of mobile ip based networks

Colin Muir
BBC / UK
(see above)
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Andreas Burk, is a Senior Solution Engineer within the Enterprise Solution Team at Vodafone Germany. He joined
Vodafone in 2007 (former Arcor AG). His main focus during the first two years at Arcor was the engineering of voice
products. In 2009 he changed internally in the enterprise solution sector. He took over the ARD Hybnet-New project and
since then he is in charge of the customized solutions for the broadcast field.

Andreas Burk
Vodafone / DE
&
Christian ScholzGraber
ARD / DE
(see above)

Synopsis: AoIP Contribution over LTE
This presentation intends to give an overview of the audio contribution over Long Term Evolution (LTE). The first part of
the presentation will give a short summary about LTE / SAE. It will provide a brief look at the main components in
E-UTRAN and EPC. Furthermore, crucial topics such as "EPS bearer", QoS and Roaming concepts will be also covered
briefly. The second part discusses about a possible ARD solution concept.

Session 4: Media Storage

Chris Chambers
BBC / UK

Head of Media Network Integration Laboratory, BBC Research and Development
Chris Chambers’ main interests are in IT and telecommunication networks and how these will have to evolve to deliver
intelligent bandwidth to processes, workflows and media centric applications. Over the last 18 years has been working
on the strategic development of broadcasting systems, looking into ATM and IP based networking developments as well
as file storage and standards for broadcasting use. This required the convergence of traditional broadcasting technology
and the information technology world. Chris is particularly interested in the development of standardised “end to end”
process intelligence, linking the performance of the physical structure with the service needs of streams and
applications.
His recent role as a portfolio manager in R&D covered a range of work including GRID computing, storage and network
performance projects and has been working with many standards and industry bodies on the study and development of
network structures, workflow and middleware standards. His duties also covered the management of a team specialising
in these issues.
Chris’s current role now includes the setting up and running of a research facility enabling a wide area of the BBC’s
research programme to study problems in system integration that can be encountered in networked production and
delivery structures. This includes studies into virtual and cloud based services.
Chris brings a wealth of broadcasting experience having worked in Engineering and Project Management running project
teams covering the design and installation of broadcast facilities in Outside Broadcast, Studios, Broadcast Infrastructure
and Data services for the BBC during his 45 years of BBC service.
Synopsis: EBU FSS: Future Storage Systems
Media content storage is a fundamental technology in broadcast operations. In the transition to file-based workflows,
EBU Members need objective information about on-line and off-line storage in linear and non-linear form and the
performance characteristic, and interoperability capabilities of new storage solutions for huge amounts of large media
files (e.g. in server farms, private clouds, etc.). This presentation with describe the approach and progress of the work of
the Future Storage Systems group to date.

Synopsis: Exploring performance and scalability using generic IT infrastructure II
Storage performance is a key issue for file based production. While most network storage is adequate for a few users, it
is important to understand how storage performance scales in a production environment with many users. Application
behaviour, numbers of users, organisation distribution, network infrastructure, access profile, file sizes and file types
have become increasingly important. The presentation details experience gained from testing high performance network
storage, using the Media Storage Meter.

David Butler
BBC / UK
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After graduating with a Master’s Degree in Computer Science from the University of Leuven in 2002, I joined VRT as a
Unix/Linux System Engineer. In 2005, I took on the project to build the new centralised media storage. After successfully
completing this project, I founded and headed the support team dedicated to the storage and MAM system. Since 2010,
I have been head of the support team for all Unix/Linux systems and media storage at VRT.

Pieter Adams
VRT / BE

Synopsis: A migration case to new infrastructure
I will show how the new storage infrastructure is built and how it differs from the old one (expectations, architecture,
etc.). Then I will describe how we performed the data migration, what we learned along the way and how we would
approach migration in the future, when the new infrastructure is replaced.

Session 5: Security
Peter Symes
SMPTE / USA
(see above)
Since joining the BBC in 1985, Andy Leigh has worked in a number of different technical roles. These include: studio
engineering, IT projects, network strategy, information security and business continuity. Andy currently works in the
Technology Strategy and Architecture team – part of BBC Technology, Distribution and Archive.
The synopsis: Broadcaster's Security Issues
Many information security textbooks, documents, products and presentations primarily focus on confidentiality. This is
not surprising since information security grew out of a need to protect military secrets. For broadcasters, it is interesting
to start from a slightly different point of view: integrity and trust. The presentation considers the lessons learned from
content-protection and how they might be relevant to organisations developing cloud and “Bring Your Own Device”
initiatives.

Andy Leigh
BBC / UK
Andreas Metz studied electrical engineering and has been working as an engineer for the IRT in Munich since 1999. The
main focus of his work was on the transmission of audio and video signals about telecommunications systems, like ATM,
SDH, DTM and IP networks. He is project manager for Audio over IP of the IRT. He is a member of some working groups
that dealing with Audio over IP including the EBU groups: ECN/ACIP, ECN/I3P and ECN/VCIP.
Synopsis: Network Security in Audio over IP Infrastructure
The professional audio production is changing. The ISDN network will be replaced by IP-Networks. IP-Networks for AoIP
and the SIP-Protocol represents new network security aspects. The presentation shows the risks and possible ways to
operate AoIP in a protected environment.

Andreas Metz
IRT / DE

Session 6: Emerging & Future Technologies

Markus Berg
IRT / DE

Markus Berg joined the IRT's Digital Networks department in January 1997 after he graduated in communication
engineering at the Technical University of Saarbruecken. He worked as a research engineer and project leader in the field
of adaptation of broadcast applications on high speed networks, especially ATM and IP, leading projects dealing with
co‐operative postproduction over ATM/IP networks, Wide Area Networking Technologies and research on QoS issues for
broadcasters.
Since April 2002 he is head of IRT’s “Network Technologies” department.
Markus is a regular speaker on national and international conferences and seminars on networking and is the chairman
of the EBU’s (European Broadcasting Union) new ECN( Expert Community on Networks and Infrastructure), and
chairman of the EBU project group ECNN/VCIP (Video Contribution over IP).
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John Fletcher is a Lead Technologist at BBC Research & Development, London, UK. He studied natural and electrical
sciences at Cambridge University before joining the BBC in 1986. He has worked in a variety of fields including acoustics,
video coding and subtitling. His main interest in recent years has been the application of information technology to the
TV production process, with projects such as the Ingex tapeless recording system. He is chairman of the SMPTE
Technology Committee on Time Labelling and Synchronisation.

John Fletcher
BBC / UK

Synopsis: Update on SMPTE Time Labelling and Synchronization
The presentation will give an update on the work in the SMPTE Technology Committee on Time Labelling and
Synchronisation. Future broadcast and production systems are likely to use network technologies including IEEE-1588
Precision Time Protocol for synchronisation. In addition, a more modern and flexible Time Label is needed to take over
from the well known Timecode standard. In both areas, current thinking and some of the issues will be discussed.

Matthias Laabs studied applied computer science at RWTH Aachen University and Czech Technical University Prague and
received his Dipl.-Ing. degree in 2007.
During his thesis at Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information Technology he worked on parallelisation of image
processing algorithms and developed a control system for semi-automatic cell cultivation.
Since joining Institut für Rundfunktechnik (IRT) in 2007 he participated in various past and present EU-research projects
on topics like mobile interactive TV, 3D TV and hybrid broadcast-broadband distribution. He is strongly involved in
several IRT software products for MXF, network-quality monitoring and user-friendly switching of DTM networks.
Currently he is also researching on SDI-over-IP and adaptive multicast streaming technologies.

Matthias Laabs
IRT / DE

Synopsis: Switching SDI in IP
With the family of SMPTE 2022 standards it is possible to convert SDI to IP and vice versa, but as of today no solution
was presented to switch between SDI signals within IP without losses or errors.
IRT presents the results of a successful software-based proof-of-concept and explains its patent-pending proposal for a
Multicast-IP-Video-Switch.

Frank Brockners is Technical Leader in the Network Systems Software Technology Group (NSSTG), within Cisco’s
Corporate Development Organization. Frank focuses on IPv6 for Mobile and Broadband Networks, next generation
Ethernet, and Software Defined Networks. He’s currently developing forward looking Service-Delivery Architectures
driving future
platform and systems requirements. This involves his participation in standard bodies and industry fora, such as IETF and
3GPP.

Frank Brockners
CISCO / DE

Earlier Frank worked in several roles, including Product Management for Cross-Platform Technologies in Metro DWDM,
Product Marketing Management, as well as Network Consultancy. He authored several papers, published in journals and
international conferences. Frank, who is a frequent speaker at international events and conferences, holds a
M.Sc./diploma degree in Electrical Engineering (Aachen, University of Technology, Germany; 1994) as well as a Ph.D./Dr.
degree in Information Science (University of Cologne, Germany; 1999).
Synopsis: Perspectives on Software Defined Networking: Concepts, Architectures, Uses Cases
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a new approach to networking, complementing traditional network architectures.
SDN aims at the normalization of network configuration and control through open programmatic interfaces to individual
network devices as well as to the whole network. SDN incorporates concepts for network and network topology
virtualization, and enables network customization. The latter allows close alignment of the network forwarding logic to
the requirements of applications. OpenFlow is a specification being developed by the ONF that defines a flow-based
forwarding infrastructure and a standardized application programmatic interface (API) that allows a controller to direct
the functions of a switch through a secure channel. OpenFlow can complement SDN. This session supplies an overview of
the different concept present in SDN, discusses contributing technologies, reviews SDN use cases and provides a status
update on SDN related standards.
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